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⁄ As the COVID19 (coronavirus) outbreak spreads across the world, millions of workers will be 
logging-in remotely all to help flatten the curve and restrict the spread of the disease which is 
placing strain on frontline resources such as medical staff across the globe.

⁄ G&S’s workforce is impacted in many different ways across the globe and in certain Countries our 
colleagues have been placed in lockdown.

⁄ This guide is here to help assist by providing some tips on how to adjust working remotely or 
having colleagues working remotely over the next little while.

⁄ It deals with some aspects such as: 

 Basic Conditions 

 Working Remotely

 Managing Anxiety & Stress
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Basic Conditions while 
working from Home
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⁄ Remote Connection via internet will be used to link
your home set up to the G&S Server.

⁄ You will rely on your own internet connection.

⁄ The Communication platform will be Microsoft Teams.
Please familiarize yourselves and set it up on your
current computer as well as external devices (i.e.
tablet or phone). LinkedIn Learning does have an
online training course should you need help.

⁄ Normal hours apply so please be available.

⁄ Inform your Project Manager & HOD if you will not be
working/be available at home during normal working
hours.

⁄ Daily group meetings will be determined by your
Project Manager/HOD.

⁄ If you are not working from home please keep in mind
that in some instances other colleagues and our
clients might be working remotely.
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⁄ Be available during office hours, on your mobile phone and computer. 

⁄ Please arrange all meetings via MS Teams or Skype

⁄ Organize MS Teams or Skype meetings for any interaction where there will be three or more 
people involved to ensure they are available 

⁄ Keep your original meetings, communications and interaction schedules as they were before 
COVID-19, utilizing Teams or Skype 

 Team and management meetings
 Project meetings 

 Design progress and model reviews
 Procurement meetings 

 Contractors kickoff and progress meetings
 Construction Meeting 

Communication Guidelines for working Remotely
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⁄ Be more formal and prepared in your approach, 
ensuring there are minutes, drawings, models, 
budgets, photos, procurement schedules, etc. that 
can be shared during the online meeting

⁄ Create WhatsApp groups for informal 
communications for example:

 Project Manager, Snr Engineers, Construction 
Manager and Section leader 

 PM with his Controls team 
 CM with his Site and Safety team 

Communication Guidelines for working Remotely
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Working Remotely
Whether you are a practiced remote worker or this is your first week, 
these tips will help you to find your ‘zone’ and get work done no 
matter your environment while working remotely! 
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⁄ It can be very tempting to allow yourself to 
sleep through your normal commute time, 
but we urge you to keep your normal 
morning schedule while working remotely.

⁄ Wakeup, get a quick workout in, make 
breakfast and then commit to the work day 
ahead.

⁄ This makes for an easy transition back to 
your normal office workday, but it also keeps 
you focused. 

Keep Your Normal Morning Routine 
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Make Sure Your Wi-Fi is Ready, But Also Be Patient
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⁄ With a surge of people in your area working 
remotely, you may experience some 
bandwidth issues.

⁄ Couple that with your spouse and kids 
utilizing the same bandwidth for streaming 
shows or working from another room, you 
may experience some frustrations in internet 
speeds.

⁄ If possible, set out a schedule for internet 
usage so you each get optimal time for work. 
Also, check with your provider about data 
limits. You may need to increase your data 
usage for the period you’re at home. 
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⁄ The possibilities of where you could work 
from home may seem endless, however, we 
suggest picking a designated spot (if you 
don’t have a designated home office).

⁄ This could be your kitchen table or a folding 
table in the corner of your apartment. Either 
way, you want to create a space where you 
can “go to work” and “leave work”.

⁄ This helps you to keep the mind set that you 
are at work, not home. 
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Designate a Workspace in Your Home

Oh, the Freedom!  
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Working remotely can cause a sense of isolation 
among employees. Increase communication 
efforts using different outlets, beyond email.

⁄ Use your company messaging app such as 
Microsoft Teams or Skype.

⁄ Set up group chats on this platform with your 
team and make it fun. Use GIFs, send a daily 
quote, or share an inspirational video each 
morning.

⁄ If you weren’t already, set up weekly check-ins 
with your team and use video conferencing or 
Facetime. 

Overcommunicate
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Use Video for Meetings, But Set Expectations & Be Flexible
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⁄ Video is a great way to continually connect with your co-worker and clients.

⁄ It bolsters your company’s culture and provides the face-to-face interaction without the need to be in the 
same room.

⁄ Some people prefer to work in very causal clothes from home, as a meeting organizer or manager, it is 
your responsibility to set expectations, including dress code, for your video meetings. And in times like 
these, be flexible and understanding of your teams’ home situations.  

Create a Structure for Yourself 
⁄ You’re going to find that your day lacks the normal structure you ay be used to in an office 

environment. 

⁄ You may be used to someone else dictating your time throughout the day, so one of our tips is to 
create your own schedule for each day. 

⁄ Include your normal tasks, meetings, and projects, but also schedule in your breaks.  This will help 
you stay focused on what you need to achieve each day.   
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⁄ At first, you may feel very productive with 
out your chatty co-workers constantly 
buzzing around your desk. But social 
interactions – whether direct or indirect –
can alleviate feelings of isolation and 
facilitate collaboration and closeness.

⁄ Remember that although they may not be 
sitting next to you, you can still reach out to 
your co-workers for a social break or to ask 
a question. Hopping on a video call rather 
than text or IM is also a great option. 

Lean on your Team
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Be Flexible With Your Team & Yourself
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⁄ Not everyone wants to work remotely and 
some may not enjoy it as much as others. This 
shift can be stressful for some.

⁄ Be flexible with your team and set clear 
expectations.

⁄ If you are someone who doesn’t feel as 
productive in a non-office environment, let 
your manager know so they can try to help 
you through this transition.  
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⁄ Send periodic updates.

While you may not be in the office, you can still keep in contact with your manager and colleagues. You might send a 
weekly/daily email to or schedule a weekly/daily call with your manager and team communicating what you have 
accomplished in the past week and what you plan to do the following week. Let your manager know of any issues 
you have run in to or foresee. Don’t keep your manager and team in the dark.

⁄ Do more than what has been asked.

You may have a little more time for your work since you will not be commuting. Leverage this extra time to plan 
ahead. Assist your manager and team by thinking outside the box and being a strategic partner.

⁄ Propose an idea

Managers may not have the time to think critically about all aspects of the work, especially in efficiencies that could 
be holding up or frustrating the work, especially in this environment. Take responsibility, propose an idea and follow 
through with it. 
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3 Ways to help with staying ahead 

Maintain regular communication with your manager, and be proactive.
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Managing Anxiety & Stress
Fear and anxiety about a disease can be overwhelming and cause strong 
emotions in both adults and children, particularly during uncertain times 
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⁄ One of the ways to reduce stress during an 
outbreak is to share the facts about COVID-
19 and understand the actual risk to yourself 
and people you care about. When you share 
accurate information about the novel 
coronavirus you can help make others feel 
less stressed and allow you to connect with 
them.

⁄ Aside from learning about the outbreak, 
partaking in activities that brings one joy as 
well as talking with people you trust about 
your feelings is also recommended by the 
CDC.

Reducing Stress & Anxiety 
It is crucial to take care of your mental 
health during the coronavirus outbreak: 
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⁄ It is important to take breaks from watching, reading or listening to news stories since continuously hearing 
about a pandemic without a break can be upsetting. Although it is important to stay informed, people can 
become more distressed if they see repeated images of a disaster in the media.

⁄ There is a correlation between taking care of your body and your mental health. Taking deep breaths, 
stretching or meditating can help ease your stress.

⁄ We recommend trying to eat healthy, well-balanced meals, exercise regularly and get plenty of sleep.   

Mental Health 
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Employee Assistance Program: 
Gryphon Psychology
1800 056 076
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⁄ Building Resilience

⁄ Stop Stressing and Keep Moving Forward

⁄ How to Manage Feeling Overwhelmed

⁄ How We're Staying Fit Through A Quarantine

⁄ Mental Wellbeing 

Mental Health – Useful links
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https://www.linkedin.com/learning/building-resilience?u=2258289
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/stop-stressing-and-keep-moving-forward?u=2258289
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/how-to-manage-feeling-overwhelmed?u=2258289
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-exercise-at-home_l_5e6fcbd6c5b6eab7793a56fc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEzv1d0OpiE&feature=youtu.be
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